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Press release: January 2017 
 
“Subtitling the Everyday” at the Cass Bank Gallery  
3 – 25 February 2017 
Private View 2 February 2017, 6.00pm to 8.30pm 
 

 
Torgny Wilcke, Subtitling the everyday 

 
The Cass, London Metropolitan University presents Subtitling the Everyday, a group, 
collaborative exhibition by artists Charlotte Thrane, Ninna Bohn Pedersen and 
Torgny Wilcke, supported by the Danish Arts Council, investigating the intimacy and 
honesty of everyday objects.  
 
The exhibition pushes the ordinary to give it new forms and images. Commonplace 
stuff and materials are gently tweaked to suggest other meanings, both figuratively 
and abstractly. A new, unexpected object emerges, alluding at alternative options 
and opportunities, yet still retaining the relationship with its original status.   
 

 
Ninna Bohn Pedersen, Inner workings / Horizontal collapse 
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The three works on display will be created on site and respond directly to the 
surroundings of the Cass Bank Gallery. Openly, the works reveal how they have 
been manipulated, pulled stretched and worked on to become new, open forms.  
Each modification is left evident, creating a narrative of how the piece has evolved to 
its final form - revealing and tracing the hand of the artist.   
 

 
Charlotte Thrane, Out with it, off with it, in with it II 

 
Subtitling the Everyday arrives in London after a successful run in Copenhagen, and 
combines objects created with a variety of interdisciplinary techniques and materials, 
occupying the space between fine art and design, craft and product design.  
 
Charlotte Thrane’s Out with it, off with it, in with it II uses plaster and pigmented sand 
on cheesecloth to cast a series of common objects found in the Cass Bank Gallery – 
the thin, hard shell of the cast becomes the main protagonist of the installation, 
tracing the edges of the familiar objects but opening them up for new meanings.  
 
Ninna Bohn Pedersen’s Inner workings / Horizontal collapse uses uses recordings of 
a variety of everyday objects and scenarios, presenting them in a new light, and 
through observation and manipulation questions their role and their relationship with 
the hand, and eye of the artist.  
 
Torgny Wilcke’s Subtitling the everyday is a site-specific object that grows according 
to its contextual space; built with metal sheets and wood, the installation is positioned 
as a common object, but implicitly invites the viewer to question its status and 
functionality.  
 
Listings  
Subtitling the Everyday runs from 3 – 25 February 2017 at the Cass Bank Gallery, 
London Metropolitan University, 59-63 Whitechapel High Street, London, E1 7PF. 
Opening Times: Wed - Fri 1.00pm-5.30pm; Sat 1.00pm-5.30pm 
Private View: 2 February 6.00pm-8.30pm 

-	ENDS-		
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Press Office 
For further information, images and interviews:  
 
Caro Communications 
020 7713 9388 
Marta Bogna-Drew, Senior Account Director: marta@carocommunications.com 
Araminta Lawrie, Account Executive: araminta@carocommunications.com 
 
Notes to Editors 
 
The Cass  
The Cass is the Sir John Cass School of Art, Architecture and Design, London 
Metropolitan University. It is one of six schools within the University. The Cass 
teaches about 2000 students at Foundation, Degree and Postgraduate level at two 
buildings in Aldgate. Subjects include Architecture, Design Studio Practice, Fine Art, 
Fashion, Furniture, Graphics, Illustration, Interior Design, Jewellery, Music 
Technology, Painting, Publishing Photography and Textiles. In 2017 the School will 
launch a new BA Design Studio Practice course aimed at educating commercially 
oriented and multi-disciplinary designers 
 
The School also offers 200 short and professional development courses. There is a 
strong emphasis across the studios on socially engaged Architecture, Art and Design 
applied to both local and global contexts, a Faculty-wide interest in making and many 
projects focus on aspects of London. Students at The Cass are encouraged to learn 
through practice, experiment with process and gain real-world experience in both 
individual and collaborative projects, engaging with professionals, communities and 
companies. 
www.thecass.com 
 
Charlotte Thrane is a Danish artist living in Copenhagen. Recent exhibitions (2016) 
include Mother of Pearl, Sydhavn Station, Copenhagen; Subtitling the Everyday, 
Gallery North, Copenhagen; MACA, Aarhus Kunsthal, Aarhus and Sculpture by the 
Sea, Cottesloe, Australia.  
 
Ninna Bohn Pedersen lives and works in Copenhagen. Recent exhibitions include 
Subtitling the Everyday, Gallery North, Copenhagen; (play)ground-less, Space in 
Between, London; Gust, Global Committee, New York; Does Not Equal, W139, 
Amsterdam and Through the Gap Increasing, Baltic 39, Newcastle.  
 
Torgny Wilcke is an artist living in Copenhagen. Recent exhibitions (2015-16) 
include Scenery, Fold Gallery, London; To the Fore, Kunstverein Tiergarten, Berlin; 
To Unfold the Surfaces of the Space and Subtitling the Everyday, Gallery North, 
Copenhagen; Shelfshow, Gallery Tom Christoffersen, Copenhagen.  
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